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Abstrat. We present in this paper the design of a graphial user interfae to deal
with proofs in geometry. The software developed ombines three tools: a dynami
geometry software to explore, measure and invent onjetures, an automati theorem
prover to hek fats and an interative proof system (Coq) to mehanially hek
proofs built interatively by the user.
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1. Introdution
Dynami Geometry Software (DGS) and Computer Algebra Software
(CAS) are the most widely used software for mathematis in the edu-
ation. DGSs allow the user to reate omplex geometri onstrutions
step by step using free objets suh as free points and predened atomi
onstrutions depending on other objets (for instane the line passing
through two points, the midpoint of a segment, et.). The free objets
an be dragged using the mouse and the gure is updated in real time.
CAS allow symboli manipulations of mathematial expressions.
The most widely used systems are the historial ones whih appeared
in the 90s, namely Geometer's skethpad (Jakiw, 1990) and Cabri Ge-
ometer (Laborde and Bellemain, 1998). But there exists a large number
of free and ommerial software as well
1
.
The eduation ommunity has studied the impat of the use of these
software on the proving ativity (Yevdokimov, 2004; Furinghetti and
Domingo, 2003). DGSs are mainly used for two ativities:
− to make the student reate geometri onstrutions;
1
We an ite (the list is not intended to be exhaustive): CaR, Chypre Cinderella,
Déli, De, Dr. Geo, Eulid, Euklid DynaGeo, Eukleides, Gava, GeoExp, GeoFlash,
GeoLabo, GeoLog, Geometria, Geometrix, Geometry Explorer, Geometry Tutor,
GeoPlanW, GeoSpaeW, GEUP, GeoView, GEX, GRACE, KGeo, KIG, Mentoniezh,
MM-Geometer, Non-Eulid, XCas, et.
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− to make the student explore the gure, invent onjetures and hek
fats.
We believe that these software systems should also be used to help
the student in the proving ativity itself. Work has been performed in
this diretion and several DGS with proof related features have been
produed. These systems an be roughly lassied into two ategories:
1. the systems whih permit to build proofs;
2. the systems whih permit to hek fats using an automated theo-
rem prover.
The Geometry Tutor (Anderson et al., 1985),Mentoniezh (Py, 1990),
De (Ag-Almouloud, 1992), Chypre (Bernat, 1993), Cabri-Eulide (Lu-
engo, 1997), Geometrix (Gressier, 1998) and Baghera (Balahe et al.,
2002) systems belongs to the rst ategory. Using these systems the
student an produe proofs interatively using a set of known theorems.
In most of these systems the student an not invent a proof very dierent
from what the program had pre-omputed using automated theorem
proving methods. As far as we know, the exeption is Cabri-Eulide
whih ontains a small formal system and therefore gives more freedom
to the student. Baghera inludes also e-learning features, suh as task
management and network ommuniation between teahers and their
students.
MMP-Geometer(Gao, 2000),Geometry Expert (Gao and Lin, 2002), Ge-
ometry Explorer(Wilson and Fleuriot, 2005) and Cinderella (Korten-
kamp, 1999; Kortenkamp and Rihter-Gebert, 2004; Rihter-Gebert and
Kortenkamp, 1999; Shwartz, 1979) belongs to the seond ategory.
Geometry Expert and MMP-Geometer are DGS whih are used as a
graphial interfae for an implementation of the main deision proe-
dures in geometry. Geometry Explorer provides a diagrammati visual-
ization of proofs generated automatially by a prolog implementation
of Chou's full angle method (Chou et al., 1996). Cinderella allows to
export the desription of the gure to omputer algebra software to
perform algebrai proofs.
The work losest to ours is (Bertot et al., 2003). The GeoView soft-
ware provides a visualization tool for some formal geometri statements
using an o-the-shelf DGS and the PCoq user interfae for Coq (Bertot
and Thery, 1998; Amerkad et al., 2001). It is intended to be used with
the formalization of geometry for the Frenh urriulum by Frédérique
Guilhot (Guilhot, 2005) in the Coq proof assistant (Coq development
team, The, 2004).
We present in this paper the design of a system whose aim is to
ombine automati theorem proving, interative theorem proving using
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a formal proof system (the Coq proof assistant) and diagrammati vi-
sualization. The dierene between our approah and the other systems
we have ited (exept GeoView) is that we use of a general purpose proof
assistant and ombine interative and automated theorem proving. The
dierene between our system and GeoView is that ommuniation with
Coq goes in the other diretion.
Our approah is guided by the following motivations:
− It is very natural in geometry to illustrate a proof by a diagram-
mati representation and even sometimes a diagram an be seen as
a high level desription of a proof (Barwise and Allwein, 1996; Jam-
nik, 2001; Miller, 2001; Wilson and Fleuriot, 2005; Winterstein,
2004a; Winterstein, 2004b). But sometimes a diagram an be mis-
leading. That is why the veriation of the proof by a formal proof
system is ruial as it provides a very high level of ondene.
− Compared to an adho proof system speialized in geometry, the
use of a general purpose proof assistant suh as the Coq proof
assistant provides a way to ombine geometrial proofs with larger
proofs. For example, it is possible to use the Coq system to prove
fats about polygons by indution on the number of edges, or fats
about transformations using omplex numbers.
− There are fats that an not be visualized graphially and there
are fats that are diult to understand without a graphial rep-
resentation. Hene, we need to ombine both approahes.
− We should have both the ability to make arbitrarily omplex proofs
or to use a base of known lemmas, depending on the level of the
user/student.
We will rst give a short introdution of our prototype named Geo-
Proof. Then we will fous on the proof related features of GeoProof:
automati theorem proving and interative generation of Coq state-
ments.
2. An overview of GeoProof
GeoProof is a free and open soure Dynami Geometry Software. It
allows one to reate and then manipulate geometri onstrutions. It
is distributed under the term of the GPL Version 2 liense. It has
been implemented by starting from a projet alled DrGeoCaml ini-
tially developed by Niolas François. GeoProof is written in the Oaml
programming language using only portable libraries in suh a way that
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it an be ompiled for Linux, Windows and MaOSX.
In this setion, we fous on the dynami geometry features of Geo-
Proof, the proof oriented funtionality will be desribed in the next
setions. Figure 1 gives a quik overview of the graphial user interfae
of GeoProof. The dierent tools an be sorted in four ategories. The
onstrutions tools are used to reate new geometri objets. GeoProof
supports the main geometri onstrutions and transformations involv-
ing points, irles, lines, segments and vetors.
The visualization tools allow to hange the zoom fator and move the
gure on the page. The manipulation tools allow to selet, delete and
move objets. The measures and tests tools are shortuts to reate
speial dynami labels (those are desribed in the setion 2.2). For
instane the tool to test if two lines are parallel reates a textual label
whih tells if the two lines are parallel on the instane of the gure
whih is urrently displayed. These test tools do not provide a proof,
they should be used to quikly test the validity of a onjeture on several
instanes of the gure by manipulating the free points.
To simplify the reation of large gures, the user an organize the ob-
jets using layers and hange the drawing style of the objets (hidden
or not, dashed or not, olor . . . ). A omplete desription of the features
of GeoProof an be found in (Narboux, 2006d).
Construction tools
Measures and 
tests tools
Visualization tools
Working window
Description of the figure
Undo/Redo Selection Manipulation Help
Status bar
Labels
Figure 1. A sreen-shot of the main window of GeoProof.
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2.1. Input/Output
The douments an be saved using an open format based on the XML
tehnology. It an export the gures using a bitmap format (PNG,
BMP, JPEG), a vetor graphi format (SVG) or a textual desription
in pseudo-natural language.
The desription of the gure an also be exported to the input language
of the Eukleides software to ease the insertion of gures in a L
A
T
E
X do-
ument
2
. The language used by Eukleides for the desription of gures
is high level. This means that after reating the gure using GeoProof,
if the user wants to perform small hanges it is not neessary to open it
again using GeoProof, the desription is readable enough to be edited
diretly within the L
A
T
E
X le. Figure 2 shows an example sript.
frame(-10.00000,6.00000,12.48000,-3.90000,0.93416)
A = point(-3.22000,4.30000)
olor(red)
thikness(2)
draw(A,dot)
olor(blak)
draw("A",A,0.28000,arg(irle(A,1),point(1.400,1.400)):)
...
...
Segment_3 = segment(C,A)
olor(blak)
thikness(2)
draw(Segment_3,full)
Line_1 = line(D,E)
olor(blue)
thikness(2)
draw(Line_1,dashed)
Figure 2. Export to L
A
T
E
X using Eukleides.
2.2. Dynami labels
A dynami label is a text element enrihed with the possibility to display
the result of a omputation dened using a small language (Narboux,
2006d). Textual labels whih appear in a gure an ontain dynami
elds. Dynami elds ontains expressions whih are evaluated in real
2
http://www.eukleides.org/
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Figure 3. The denition of a dynami label.
time when the gure is manipulated. Dynami eld are delimited by
the sign #. As all the omputations done by GeoProof, the evaluation
of these expressions is performed using arbitrary preision. Thanks to a
onguration le the user an hoose at whih preision the omputa-
tions are performed. If the mathematial expressions ontained in the
text elements depend on other points of the gure, the text is updated
in real time when the user hanges the position of the free points. The
dynami part of the labels an ontain measures and prediate tests
using variables depending on other objets. For instane if the user
wants to dene a label to ompare the size of two triangles he an
dene the following label: .
The triangle ABC is #if area(A,B,C)>area(D,E,F) then
"bigger" else "smaller"# than the triangle DEF.
Figure 3 shows an example of a dynami label to test if three points are
ollinear. Using predened dynami labels the user an hek easily for
example if two lines are parallel (on the spei instane of the gure
displayed).
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3. Automati proof
We present in this setion how GeoProof an ommuniate with auto-
mati theorem proving tools. We have implemented automati theorem
proving in GeoProof using two dierent systems: the rst one takes
advantage of an implementation of the Gröbner basis and Wu methods
(Wu, 1978; Chou, 1988) written by John Harrison (Harrison, 2003), the
seond one onsists of exporting to our own implementation of Chou's
deision proedure for ane geometry (Chou et al., 1994) in the Coq
proof assistant (Narboux, 2004). The implementation by John Harrison
was designed to aompany a textbook on automated theorem proving
and is hene not intended to be eient. We have hosen this implemen-
tation beause it is free and an be tightly integrated with GeoProof. We
plan to add the possibility to use the other implementations provided
by the CAS.
3.1. Using embedded automati theorem prover
The formalization used by John Harrison is based on a theory with only
points as basi objets whereas GeoProof uses points, lines and irles as
the basi mathematial objets. We need to translate from one language
to the other one. The input of the ATP is a rst order formula with the
following prediates: collinear, parallel, perpendicular, eq_distance
(written as AB = CD) and eq_angles. These prediates are dened
using an algebrai formula using the oordinates of the points.
Let xP and yP be the x and y oordinates of P .
collinear(A,B,C) ≡
(xA − xB)(yB − yC)− (xB − xC)(yA − yB) = 0
parallel(A,B,C,D) ≡
(xA − xB)(yC − yD)− (xC − xD)(yA − yB) = 0
perpendicular(A,B,C,D) ≡
(xA − xB)(xC − xD) + (yA − yB)(yC − yD) = 0
eq_distance(A,B,C,D) ≡
(xA − xB)
2 + (yA − yB)
2 − (xC − xD)
2 − (yC − yD)
2 = 0
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eq_angle(A,B,C,D,E, F ) ≡
((yB − yA) ∗ (xB − xC)− (yB − yC) ∗ (xB − xA))∗
((xE − xD) ∗ (xE − xF ) + (yE − yD) ∗ (yE − yF ))
=
((yE − yD) ∗ (xE − xF )− (yE − yF ) ∗ (xE − xD))∗
((xB − xA) ∗ (xB − xC) + (yB − yA) ∗ (yB − yC))
3.1.1. Translating a onstrution into a statement for ATP.
We need to translate from one language to the other one. The idea
of the translation onsist of maintaining the invariant that lines and
irles are always dened by two points. Of ourse this is not true in
GeoProof. For instane one an build a line as the parallel of another
line passing through a point. In suh a ase we need to dene a seond
dening point for the line. For that purpose we generate new points
during the translation. We dene the translation by ase distintion
on the onstrution. Table I gives the dening points for eah line and
irle depending on how these objets have been onstruted. P1l,P2l
and Oc are fresh variables. For eah line and irle we assoiate some
fresh variables. These new variables whih do not appear in the original
gure are used to dene lines and irles when we do not have two
points on the objet on the gure we translate from.
Lines are dened by two points P1(l) and P2(l). When we already know
at least one of the dening points we use it instead of reating a new
point beause it simplies the generated formulas.
Cirles are dened by their enter O(c) and a point P(c) on the irle.
Table II provides the translation of GeoProof onstrutions
3
into the
language aepted by the embedded theorem prover. Inidentally, it
gives a subset of the onstrutions of the language of GeoProof. The
non degeneray onditions are inspired by those in (Chou and Gao,
1992). The prediate isotropi is dened by:
isotropic(A,B) ≡ perpendicular(A,B,A,B)
In Eulidean geometry it is equivalent to A = B but not in metri
geometry. We produe a statement whih is interpreted in the metri
geometry beause Wu and Gröbner bases methods are omplete only
for metri geometry. For more information about this see (Chou and
Gao, 1992; Chou, 1988). Moreover if I1 and I2 are the two intersetions
of a irle and of a line or a irle then we add the fat that I1 6= I2 in
the hypotheses. Note that dierent onstrutions of the same gure an
lead to dierent degeneray onditions and hene dierent formulas.
3
To simplify the presentation we only provide the translation for the main
GeoProof onstrutions.
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Table I. Denition of the dening points of irles and lines
GeoProof Constrution Dening points
l passing through A and B P1(l) = A P2(l) = B
l parallel line to m passing through A P1(l) = A P2(l) = P2l
l perpendiular line to m passing through A P1(l) = A P2(l) = P2l
l perpendiular bisetor of A and B P1(l) = P1l P2(l) = P2l
l bisetor of the angle formed by A, B and C P1(l) = B P2(l) = P2l
c irle of enter O passing through A O(c) = O P(c) = A
c irle whose diameter is A B O(c) = Oc P(c) = A
3.1.2. Corretness of the translation
To onvine the reader that the translation we give is orret in the
sense it orresponds to the intuition the user of GeoProof an have, we
will prove that the translation we give is equivalent to a more intuitive
semanti based on points, lines and irles. This semanti is given in
Table III.
We assume that we have three types of objets: Point, Line and Circle.
We assume we have two relations of inidene
4
:
_ ∈ _ : Point → Line → Prop
and
_ ∈ _ : Point → Circle → Prop
We assume that we have the perpendiular and parallel prediates over
lines:
_ ‖ _ : Line → Line → Prop
and
_ ⊥ _ : Line → Line → Prop
We assume that we have a prediate expressing the fat that a point is
the enter of a irle:
_ is_center _ : Point → Circle → Prop
We want to show that the formulas dened by the two semantis are
equisatisable. We follow the denition of the translation and prove the
property by ase distintion, we only show a few ases:
Point P on line l We need to perform another ase distintion on the
way l has been onstruted:
4
Note that the notation ∈ is overloaded here.
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Table II. Prediate form for eah type of onstrution
GeoProof Constrution Prediate form
Free point true
Point P on line l collinear(P,P1(l),P2(l))
Point P on irle c O(c)P(c) = PO(c)
I midpoint of A and B IA = IB ∧ collinear(I, A, B)
I intersetion of l1 and l2
collinear(I,P1(l1),P2(l1))∧
collinear(I,P1(l2),P2(l2))∧
¬parallel(P1(l1),P2(l1),P1(l2),P2(l2))
I an intersetion of c1 and c2
IO(c1) = O(c1)P(c1)∧
IO(c2) = O(c2)P(c2)∧
¬isotropic(O(c1),O(c2))
I an intersetion of c and l
IO(c) = O(c)P(c)∧
collinear(I,P1(l),P2(l))∧
¬isotropic(P1(l),P2(l))
l passing through A and B A 6= B
l parallel to m passing through A
parallel(A,P2(l),P1(m),P2(m))∧
A 6= P2(l)
l perpendiular to m passing
through A
perpendicular(A,P2(l),P1(m),P2(m))∧
A 6= P2(l)
l perpendiular bisetor of A and B
P1(l)A = P1(l)B ∧ P2(l)A = P2(l)B∧
P1(l) 6= P2(l) ∧A 6= B
l bisetor of the angle A,B,C
eq_angle(A,B,P2(l),P2(l), B, C)∧
B 6= P2(l) ∧A 6= B ∧B 6= C
c irle of enter O passing through
A
true
c irle whose diameter is A B
collinear(O(c), A, B)∧
O(c)A = O(c)B
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Table III. Semanti of referene for GeoProof
GeoProof Constrution Prediate form (seond)
Free point true
Point P on line l P ∈ l
Point P on irle c P ∈ c
I midpoint of A and B IA = IB ∧ collinear(I, A, B)
I intersetion of l1 and l2 I ∈ l1 ∧ I ∈ l2 ∧ l1 6‖ l2
I an intersetion of c1 and c2
I ∈ c1 ∧ I ∈ c2
O1 is_center c1 ∧O2 is_center c2∧
O1 ∈ mO1O2 ∧O2 ∈ mO1O2∧
¬isotropic(mO1O2)
I an intersetion of c and l I ∈ c ∧ I ∈ l ∧ ¬isotropic(l)
l passing through A and B A 6= B ∧A ∈ l ∧B ∈ l
l parallel to m passing through A l ‖ m ∧A ∈ l
l perpendiular to m passing
through A
l ⊥ m ∧A ∈ l
l perpendiular bisetor of A and B
IA = IB ∧ collinear(I, A, B) ∧ I ∈ l∧
l ⊥ mAB ∧A ∈ mAB ∧ B ∈ mAB
l bisetor of the angle A,B,C
eq_angle(A,B,P2(l),P2(l), B, C)∧
B 6= P2(l) ∧ A 6= B ∧B 6= C
c irle of enter O passing through
A
A ∈ c ∧O is_center c
c irle whose diameter is A B
collinear(Oc, A, B) ∧OcA = OcB∧
Oc is_center c ∧A ∈ c
l passing through A and B The formula dened in Table I and
II is the following:
collinear(P,A,B) ∧A 6= B
The formula dened in Table III is the following:
P ∈ l ∧A 6= B ∧A ∈ l ∧B ∈ l
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It an be shown that:
collinear(P,A,B) ∧A 6= B ⇐⇒
∃l, P ∈ l ∧A 6= B ∧A ∈ l ∧B ∈ l
Hene the result.
l parallel to m passing through A The formula dened in Ta-
ble I and II is the following:
collinear(P,A,P2l)∧parallel(A,P2l, P1(m), P2(m))∧A 6= P2l
The formula dened in Table III is the following:
P ∈ l ∧ l ‖ m ∧A ∈ l
From A 6= P2l we know that there is an l suh that A ∈ l and
P2l ∈ l. From collinear(P,A,P2l) we know that P ∈ l (note
that here we need the hypothesis A 6= P2l).
In the other diretion, we rst onstrut a point P2l dierent
from A on l. It follows that collinear(P,A,P2l) and hene we
have parallel(A,P2l, P1(m), P2(m)).
. . . The other ases are similar.
Point P on irle c We need to perform another ase distintion on
the way c has been onstruted:
c irle of enter O passing through A This ase is a onse-
quene of the equivalene:
OA = PA ⇐⇒ ∃c, P ∈ c ∧A ∈ c ∧O is_center c
c irle whose diameter is AB This ase is a onsequene of
the equivalene:
OcA = POc ∧ collinear(Oc, A,B) ∧OcA = OcB ⇐⇒
∃c, P ∈ c ∧ collinear(Oc, A,B) ∧OcA = OcB∧
A ∈ c ∧Oc is_center c
I midpoint of A and B This ase is trivial as the formulas for the
midpoint are the same in both semantis.
. . . We do not detail here the other ases about intersetion of lines
and irles. They an be be shown by ase distintion on the way
the lines and the irles have been built.
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3.1.3. An example
Let's take the midpoint theorem as an example, it states that:
bb
A B
C
D E
Theorem 1. Let ABC be a triangle, and
let D and E be the midpoints of AC and
BC respetively. Then the line DE is par-
allel to the base AB.
The onstrution is translated into the following statement
5
:
(((((is_midpoint(D,C,A) /\ is_midpoint(E,C,B))/\
~C=A) /\ ~A=B) /\ ~B=C) /\ ~D=E) /\ ~A=B
The fat that AB ‖ DE is then heked using the Gröbner basis
method. During the proof proess the user an work on his gure, if it
takes too long the proof an be interrupted.
3.1.4. Dealing with non-degeneray onditions
Non degeneray onditions play a ruial role in formal geometry, this
has been emphasized by most papers about formalization of geometry
(Guilhot, 2005; Meikle and Fleuriot, 2003; Narboux, 2004). This trans-
lation is not an exeption, we must be areful about the semanti of the
generated statements. For this translation we have deided to onsider
GeoProof as a tool whih permits to dene a geometri formula and it
does not build a model of this formula. The user an dene impossible
gures. For instane if we perform the following onstrution:
First, reate two points A and B and then reate the midpoint C of
the segment [AB] and the midpoint D of the segment [BA]. Finally,
reate the line passing through C and D. Then if we try to prove that
A = B, GeoProof should answer yes, as the hypotheses of the theorem
are inonsistent (ex falso quod libet). This is onsistent with logi but
not with the user's intuition beause the impossible objets are not
displayed by GeoProof. This is why in fat GeoProof heks rst if false
an be proved, if this is the ase it warns the user that its onstrution
is impossible as shown on Figure 5.
5
A=B appears twie in this statement beause both the line and the segment
from A to B have been built.
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Figure 4. Cheking the midpoint theorem using the embedded theorem prover.
3.2. Using Coq
In (Narboux, 2004) we have desribed the implementation of Chou, Gao
and Zhang's deision proedure for ane geometry in the Coq proof
assistant. This development provides a very high level of ondene
as the proofs produed by our tati are heked by the Coq kernel.
This required the formal proofs of all the theorems needed to prove the
orretness of the deision proedure. Our formalization has allowed to
x some non-degeneray onditions in the statements of some lemmas.
Moreover, as the logi behind Coq is intuitionist, this work has also
permitted to larify what are the lassial reasoning steps whih are
used in the deision proedure. More information is also available in
frenh in (Narboux, 2006a).
Here we want to export a onstrution built using GeoProof into a
statement in the language of the Coq development. Our implementation
of Chou, Gao and Zhang's deision proedure is restrited to ane
plane geometry. Hene in GeoProof the tools whih do not have any
orresponding onept in the Coq implementation are grayed out. The
Coq development is based on the axiom system shown on Table IV.
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Figure 5. Trying to prove a property with ontraditory hypotheses.
This axiom system is based on two geometri quantities. The signed
area of a triangle (SABC) and the ratio of two oriented distanes (
AB
CD
).
To ease the Coq formalization, this axiom system has been slightly
modied ompared to the axiom system found in (Chou et al., 1994).
In the original axiom system the ratio of two oriented distanes
AB
CD
is dened only when AB is parallel to CD. Here we do not put this
restrition at the axiom system level but only when we state theorems
involving ratios. It is lear that this axiom system is based on points.
Hene we have to perform a translation similar to those desribed in the
last setion. Table V gives the translation of some ommon geometri
notions in the language of the axiom system. Figure 3.2 shows the
translation of the statement orresponding to the midpoint theorem
in the syntax of Coq.
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Table IV. The Chou axiom system (slightly modied for the formalization
in Coq).
Points Point : Set
Field
F is a eld
2 6= 0
Signed distane
· : Point→ Point→ F
AB = 0 ⇐⇒ A = B
Signed area
S : Point→ Point→ Point→ F
SABC = SCAB
SABC = − SBAC
Chasles'axiom SABC = 0 → AB + BC = AC
Dimension
∃A, B, C : Point, SABC 6= 0
SABC = SDBC + SADC + SABD
Constrution
∀r : F ∃P : Point, SABP = 0 ∧AP = rAB
A 6= B ∧ SABP = 0 ∧ AP = rAB
∧ SABP ′ = 0 ∧ AP ′ = rAB
→ P = P ′
Proportions A 6= C → SPAC 6= 0 → SABC = 0 →
AB
AC
= SPAB
SP AC
Table V. Expressing some ommon geometri no-
tions using S and ratios
Geometri notions Formalization
A,B and C are ollinear SABC = 0
AB ‖ CD SABC = SABD
I is the midpoint of AB AB
AI
= 2 ∧ SABI = 0
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Figure 6. The midpoint theorem, expressed in the Coq language for Chou deision
proedure.
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4. Interative input
In this setion we desribe the interative proof mode of GeoProof.
Thanks to the onguration menu, the user an hoose between three
interative modes, the rst one uses the language desribed in setion
3.2 and the seond one uses the language of the Coq development for
high shool geometry by Frédérique Guilhot (Guilhot, 2005) and the
third one use the language of our formalization of the geometry of Tarski
(Narboux, 2006). In the rst mode the user an deal with ane plane
geometry and in the two other modes with Eulidean plane geometry.
The interation with Coq is performed through the CoqIDE user inter-
fae. GeoProof ommuniates with CoqIDE
6
via a private lipboard.
We have started by implementing the translation from a GeoProof
onstrution to a Coq statement. We perform the same translation as
in (Bertot et al., 2003) exept that it is in the reverse diretion (here
we translate to Coq)
7
.
The interative mode of GeoProof is deomposed into four steps:
Init. // Construction //
Goal
Denition
// Proof
In the initialization phase, the ommuniation between CoqIDE and
GeoProof is started. Depending on the used language some onstrution
tools whih an not be exported to Coq are grayed out in GeoProof.
The Coq denitions orresponding to the used are language loaded using
the Coq ommand Require. A new setion is opened. If the user had
already onstruted some objets before starting the interative proof
mode, these objets are now exported to Coq. Objets whih do not
have any meaning in the seleted language are ignored.
In the onstrution phase the objets reated by the user are added in
the Coq ontext with their orresponding assumptions. In the example
shown
8
in Figure 9 this orresponds to the Variable and Hypothesis
ommands.
In the goal phase the user needs to dene what he wants to prove.
In the ontext of eduation this phase an be presented as an exerise
onsisting in nding an interesting onjeture about the gure. For that
purpose GeoProof provides several features:
6
This feature requires CoqIDE version 8.1 or later.
7
In the future we should merge our developments to allow ommuniation in
both diretions, this requires a more omplex ommuniation system as explained
in the future work setion.
8
The prediates names are in Frenh beause this development is foused on the
Frenh high-shool urriulum
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Figure 7. The ontextual menu assoiated to a dynami label.
1. The user an move the free points of the gure to guess the invari-
ants.
2. When the user has guessed a onjeture, he an make a rst ex-
periment to hek the onjeture by building a dynami label to
perform measures on the gure as desribed in setion 2.2. Then if
he wants to prove the fat represented by the label, he an right
lik on the label and hoose the orresponding menu entry. Figure
7 shows the ontextual menu of a dynami label.
3. To invent a onjeture about the lous of a point i.e. the path
traed out by a moving point under given geometrial onditions,
the user an take advantage of the trae option. When this option
is ativated for an objet, this objet leaves a trae behind him. For
instane the lous of a point, whih is equidistant from two xed
points, is the perpendiular bisetor of the straight line joining the
two xed points.
In the proof phase the user proves his statement within CoqIDE.
Hene, the urrent implementation of GeoProof requires to know how
to use Coq. This will be improved in future versions by adding some
features to allow the appliation of theorems within GeoProof.
If during the proof a new objet needs to be reated, the user an do
it using GeoProof. Indeed when a new objet is added in GeoProof
a Coq tati is pasted into CoqIDE. This tati applies the theorem
whih proves the existene of the objet whih has just been reated
and introdue in the ontext the knowledge about this new objet. In
some ases this generates non-degeneray onditions whih need to be
proved by the user. Figure 8 shows the ommand (dened in Lta - the
tati language of Coq) whih is used when the user reates a point I
at the intersetion of two lines AB and CD.
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Lta DeompEx H P := elim H;intro P;intro;lear H.
Lta let_intersetion I A B C D :=
let id1 := fresh in ((assert (id1:exists I,
I = pt_intersetion (line A B) (line C D));
[apply (existene_pt_intersetion)|DeompEx id1 I℄)).
Figure 8. The tati to prove the existene of the point of intersetion.
Figure 9. The midpoint theorem in the language used by Frédérique Guilhot's Coq
development.
If the user deletes an objet in GeoProof it is removed from the Coq
ontext thanks to the lear ommand of Coq. If the user wants to
delete some objet without deleting it in Coq, he an hide the objet
in GeoProof.
5. Future Work
The urrent prototype of GeoProof uses a private lipboard
9
as a om-
muniation pipe between GeoProof and the Coq Interative Develop-
9
Tehnially, we use a feature provided by GTK: we reate a lipboard identied
by a name (here GeoProof) whih is dierent from the standard lipboard.
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Figure 10. Integrating GeoProof in the proof general infrastruture
ment Environment. This approah has the advantage to be both easy to
implement and easy to use. The user an start the interation without
any onguration step, he just needs to launh GeoProof and CoqIDE
on the same omputer. But this infrastruture has some limitations.
First, the ommuniation with Coq is done using the Coq syntax, whih
is easy to produe but hard to parse. Seond, the synhronization be-
tween what is typed in CoqIDE and the input generated by GeoProof
is not ensured. A better infrastruture for the ommuniation between
Coq and GeoProof would be to use the Proof General Interation Pro-
tool (PGIP) framework (Winterstein et al., 2004; Aspinall et al., 2004).
This framework is based on XML and allows to have several interfaes
interating at the same time with one proof assistant. This is exatly
what we need beause as mentioned before, some proofs are easier to
grasp diagrammatially and some are better presented the lassi way
(proofs using omplex numbers for instane). In our example, GeoProof
and CoqIDE would interat with the Coq proof assistant. But this ould
be generalized to other proof assistants and graphial user interfaes
suh as Isabelle, Elipse/Proof General and PCoq as shown in Fig-
ure 10. This approah would require implementation of PGIP within
Coq, CoqIDE and GeoProof.
The proving features of GeoProof in itself should also be extended.
We need to add the possibility to apply a theorem graphially by drag
and drop and to mark fats on the diagram to produe new assertions
in Coq. We ould also transform maro onstrutions into proof of
existene of geometri objets verifying some properties.
Another planned extension of GeoProof is to adapt it to deal with
diagrammati proofs in abstrat term rewriting (see the rst hapter of
(Baader and Nipkow, 1998)). We have formalized in (Narboux, 2006b)
the kind of diagrams whih are usually found in the rewriting literature.
The next step is to implement this formalization in GeoProof to provide
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a high level input language for proofs in abstrat rewriting. The design
presented in this paper an be adapted to abstrat term rewriting.
We are also aiming at pseudo-diagrammati proofs in eulidean ge-
ometry. Beause of degenerated ases (impossible gures) we think that
a fully diagrammati and intuitive notation for eulidean geometry is
hard to obtain. We believe that the solution onsists in using a mixed
approah whih is diagrammati or textual depending on the ontext.
6. Conlusion
Proving is a ruial aspet of mathematis and hene must have a
prominent role in the eduation. The most widely used software in the
teahing of mathematis are mainly used to explore, visualize, alulate,
nd ounter examples, onjetures, or hek fats, but most of them an
not be used to build a proof in itself. We believe that proof assistants
should be adapted to fulll this need.
We have presented in the paper a prototype whih aims at integrating
dynami geometry, automati theorem proving and formal proof. This
should be onsidered as a rst step toward the use of a proof assistant
in the lassroom.
Availability
GeoProof is available at: http://home.gna.org/geoproof/
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